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Abstract
In the classical problem of immersions of real projective spaces in Euclidean space, we obtain a
new optimal result for the real projective space P 16n+11 with α(n)= 2. This nonimmersion result is
proved using obstruction theory.
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1. Statement of theorem
In this paper, we obtain the following result regarding immersion of real projective space
Pn in Euclidean space.
Theorem 1.1. If α(n)= 2, then P 16n+11 cannot be immersed in R32n+12.
This improves on the previously best known nonimmersion result for such n, which was
proved in [4], and is optimal, since Adem et al. [1] proved that for such n, P 16n+11 can be
immersed in R32n+13. This can be viewed in a table [2] of known results on this problem.
The method of proof is obstruction theory, using modified Postnikov tower (MPT), as
used, for example, in [3] and [4]. Let ξn be the Hopf bundle over Pn and ϕ(n) be the
number of integers r with 1 r  n and r ≡ 0,1,2 or 4 mod 8.
It is well known [7] that Pn immerses in Rn+k if and only if the map Pn→ BO which
classifies the bundle (2M − n − 1)ξn lifts to BO(k) (where M is any sufficiently large
integer). Thus the problem is reduced to the following theorem, which we prove in the next
section.
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Theorem 1.2. The map (2ϕ(16n+11) − (16n + 12))ξ :P 16n+11 → BO does not factor
through BO(16n+ 1).
The author wishes to thank the referee for improving the statement of Theorem 1.1,
which was a major improvement in the paper.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Let HPn denote the quaternionic projective space and pH a multiple of the quaternionic
Hopf bundle. The map of Theorem 1.2 factors as
P 16n+11 →HP 4n+2 (2
L−(4n+3))H−−−−−−−−−−−→ BSp→ BO (2.1)
where L= ϕ(16n+ 11)− 2. Let B˜Sp(n) be the fibered product defined by the diagram
B˜Sp(n) BO(n)
BSp BO
We prove Theorem 1.2 by showing that the map P 16n+11 → BSp in (2.1) does not
lift to B˜Sp(16n + 1) in the following MPT. We write K(Z/2,16n + i) as Ki and the
corresponding k-invariants as kj16n+i ∈H 16n+i(Ej ). All coefficients are in Z/2.
Since in the stable range, the fiber of B˜Sp(16n+ 1)→ BSp is P16n+1, the stunted real
projective space, Fig. 1 is obtained from the Adams spectral sequence (ASS) of P16n+1
given below [6, Table 8.2, p. 54].
We require the following theorem of [3]. Let bo be the spectrum for connective ko-
theory localized at 2 and ν(−) denote the exponent of 2.
B˜Sp(16n+ 1)
E3
K2 ×K3 ×K4 ×K6 ×K7 ×K8 ×K ′8 ×K10 E2 K4 ×K8 ×K ′8 ×K9 ×K10 ×K ′10 ×K11
K1 ×K3 ×K7 E1 K3 ×K4 ×K5 ×K7 ×K8 ×K9 ×K ′9 ×K11
P 16n+11 HP 4n+2 (2
L−(4n+3))H BSp K2 ×K4 ×K8
Fig. 1.
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Theorem 2.1 [3, 1.8]. Let B0(m) denote the fiberwise smash product of B˜Sp(m) with bo.
In the stable range, there is a map of fibrations which is the natural inclusion on the fibers.
Pm Pm̂ bo
B˜Sp(m) B0(m)
BSp = BSp
If pHk denotes p times the Hopf bundle over HPk , then pHk lifts to B0(m) if and only if
m 2k and for all i  k
ν
((
p
i
))
 ν
(∣∣ko4i−1(Pm)∣∣).
We now prove that the map P 16n+11 → BSp lifts to E2 and every such lifting to E2
sends some level-2 k-invariants nontrivially. Hence this map does not lift to B˜Sp(16n+ 1).
Theorem 2.2. In the MPT of Fig. 1, the map (2L − 4n− 3)H :HP 4n+2 → BSp lifts to E2
mapping k216n+4 nontrivially.
Proof. Using the formulae in [3, 4.1] we calculate that
ν
(
2L − 4n− 3
4n+ 1
)
= 2 and ν
(
2L − 4n− 3
4n+ 2
)
= 3.
Consider the ASS diagrams below (from [5]).
From the above diagrams we construct Table 1.
Let E0j (16n + δ) denote the corresponding spaces in the MPT for the fibrations
B0(16n + δ) → BSp. Applying Theorem 2.1 gives that (2L − 4n − 3)H4n+1 lifts to
B0(16n+2) but not to B0(16n+1) implying that (2L−4n−3)H4n+1 lifts to E02(16n+1)
sending k216n+4 nontrivially. Similarly, (2L − 4n− 3)H4n+2 lifts to B0(16n+ 5) but not
to B0(16n+ 3). All this combined implies that (2L − 4n− 3)H4n+2 lifts to E02(16n+ 1)
sending k216n+4 nontrivially.
The map B˜Sp(16n + 1)→ B0(16n + 1) induces a map of MPTs. The mapping of
the k-invariants corresponds to the map of the fibers π∗(P16n+1)→ ko∗(P16n+1). This
morphism is surjective in the relevant range. If F denotes the fiber of E2 →E02(16n+ 1),
Table 1
ν(ko4i−1(Pm)) m
16n+ 1 16n+ 2 16n+ 3 16n+ 5
i = 4n+ 1 3 2 1 0
i = 4n+ 2 4 4 4 3
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
Fig. 5. Fig. 6.
then π∗(F ) corresponds to elements in filtrations less than 2, i.e., in filtrations 0 and 1, in
Fig. 2 of π∗(P16n+1) which map trivially to Fig. 3 of ko∗(P16n+1). Such elements occur
only in filtration 1 and in homotopy dimensions 16n+ 4, 16n+ 6 and 16n+ 8.
The obstructions to pulling the map HP 4n+2 → E02(16n + 1) back to E2 occur
in H ∗(HP 4n+2,π∗−1(F )), which is 0 since π∗−1(F ) = 0 when ∗ ≡ 0 mod 4 and
∗ 16n+ 8. Thus (2L − 4n − 3)H4n+2 lifts to E2. The k-invariant k216n+4 in H ∗(E2)
is the image of corresponding k-invariant in H ∗(E02(16n+ 1)), which has been shown to
map nontrivially to H ∗(HP 4n+2). Thus k216n+4 maps nontrivially. ✷
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Table 2w16n+2
w16n+4
w16n+8
k116n+3: Sq2w16n+2
k116n+4: Sq1w16n+4 + Sq2Sq1w16n+2
k116n+5: (Sq4 +w4)w16n+2
k116n+7: (Sq4 +w4)w16n+4
k116n+8: Sq1w16n+8 + Sq2Sq3w16n+4
k116n+9: Sq2w16n+8 + (Sq4 +w4)Sq2w16n+4
k1
′
16n+9: Sq8w16n+2 +w4Sq2w16n+4
k116n+11: Sq8w16n+4 +w4w16n+8
k216n+4: Sq2k116n+3 + Sq1k116n+4
k216n+8: Sq1k116n+8 + Sq2Sq3k116n+4
k2
′
16n+8: (Sq4 + Sq3Sq1 +w4)k116n+5 +w4Sq1k116n+4 + Sq6k116n+3
k216n+9: Sq2Sq1k116n+7 + (Sq4 +w4)Sq1k116n+5 + (Sq6 +w4Sq2)k116n+4 + (Sq4 +w4)Sq2Sq1k116n+3
k216n+10: Sq2k116n+9 + Sq3k116n+8 + (Sq4 + Sq3Sq1 +w4)k116n+7
k2
′
16n+10: Sq2k1
′
16n+9 + (Sq5Sq1 + Sq4Sq2)k116n+5 +w4Sq3k116n+4
+ (Sq8 +w4Sq4 +w24 +w4Sq3Sq1 + Sq4Sq3Sq1)k116n+3
k216n+11: Sq1k116n+11 + Sq2Sq1k1
′
16n+9 + Sq3k116n+9 +w4k116n+8 + Sq4Sq1k116n+7
+ Sq4Sq2Sq1k116n+5 + (Sq8 +w24 +w4Sq4)k116n+4
The relations corresponding to the k-invariants in the MPT are given in Table 2. We give
the relations up to the second stage of the MPT. For the bundle (2ϕ(16n+11)− (16n+12))ξ ,
we observe that w4 is nonzero and w8 = 0=w6, so that these are not included in the MPT
relations.
In the MPT of Fig. 1, let f1 :P 16n+11 → E1 and f2 :P 16n+11 →E2 denote the liftings
and let the fibers of the maps E1 → BSp and E2 →E1 be denoted by F0 and F1 where
F0 =K16n+1 ×K16n+3 ×K16n+7
and
F1 =K16n+2 ×K16n+3 ×K16n+4 ×K16n+6 ×K16n+7 ×K16n+8 ×K ′16n+8
×K16n+10.
The lifting f2 :P 16n+11 → E2 can be varied through F1. To determine the primary
indeterminacy we observe from the above relations that
• Varying through K16n+2 changes f ∗2 (k216n+4) and f ∗2 (k2
′
16n+10), because the following
terms, respectively, are nonzero: Sq2x16n+2 and w24x16n+2.
• Varying through K16n+3 changes f ∗2 (k216n+4), f ∗2 (k216n+8), f ∗2 (k2
′
16n+8), f ∗2 (k216n+9),
f ∗2 (k2
′
16n+10) and f ∗2 (k216n+11), because the following terms, respectively, are nonzero:
Sq1x16n+3, Sq2Sq3x16n+3, w4Sq1x16n+3, w4Sq2x16n+3, w4Sq3x16n+3 and w24x16n+3.
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• Varying through K16n+7 changes f ∗(k2 ), f ∗(k2 ) and f ∗(k2 ), because2 16n+8 2 16n+10 2 16n+11
the following terms, respectively are nonzero: Sq1x16n+7, Sq3x16n+7 and w4x16n+7.
Since f2 factors through HP 4n+2, changing f ∗2 (k216n+4) through F1 to become zero
will cause f ∗2 (k216n+9) to become nonzero. Thus, every lifting of f1 to E2 maps k216n+4
nontrivially and hence f1 does not lift to B˜Sp(16n+ 1).
We now determine the secondary indeterminacy, since f1 can be varied through F0 to
produce another lifting f ′2 which may map all the k2-invariants trivially (see [4]). From the
relations of the MPT, we observe that:
• Varying through K16n+1 changes f ∗1 (k116n+4) and f ∗1 (k116n+5), because the following
terms, respectively, are nonzero: Sq2Sq1x16n+1 and w4x16n+1.
• Varying throughK16n+3 changes f ∗1 (k116n+4), f ∗1 (k116n+7), f ∗1 (k116n+8) and f ∗1 (k1
′
16n+9),
because the following terms, respectively are nonzero: Sq1x16n+3, w4x16n+3,
Sq2Sq3x16n+3 and w4Sq2x16n+3.
• Varying through K16n+7 changes f ∗1 (k116n+8), f ∗1 (k116n+9) and f ∗1 (k116n+11), because
the following terms, respectively are nonzero: Sq1x16n+7, Sq2x16n+7 and w4x16n+7.
Since any nontrivial combination of these changes some f ∗1 (k116n+δ), any variation of f1
through F0 does not lift to E2 to give the lifting f ′2.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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